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 How THE OTHER HALF READ

 Advertising, Working-Class Readers,
 and Pulp Magazines

 Erin A. Smith

 Into this underworld of literature most of us never dive unless, like Mr. Hoover's
 Committee on Recent Social Trends, we are curious about the literary preferences
 of those who move their lips when they read.

 -Vanity Fair, June 19331

 Pulpwood magazines offer two methods of escape from reality: one, by their fic-
 tion-that magic carpet that carries the reader off to parts unknown; the other, by
 their advertising of comparatively inexpensive means to keep the reader physically
 and mentally fit so that he can take the hero's part in any romantic adventure he
 reads about, or dreams of having himself.

 -Harold Hersey, Pulpwood Editor (1937)

 Advertising pages are as much a part of the magazine as those devoted to stories:
 parallel lines spoken by two sets of people with but a single thought.

 -Harold Hersey, Pulpwood Editor (1937)2

 Named for the untrimmed, rough wood-pulp paper on which they were
 printed, pulp magazines were unambiguously "trash"-cheaply produced
 escape literature designed to be thrown away once read. Hundreds of pulp
 titles crowded newsstands during their heyday in the 1920s, 1930s, and
 1940s, their garish covers competing for the attention of their ten million
 regular readers. Although most often featuring stylized, brightly colored
 paintings of scantily clad women or men engaged in violence on their cov-
 ers, these 7 x 10 inch magazines were remarkably unassuming on the in-
 side. Column after column of uninterrupted, densely packed print greeted
 the reader, punctuated only by an occasional pen-and-ink line drawing and
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 WORKING-CLASS READERS AND PULP MAGAZINES 205

 a few pages of ads clustered at the front and back. A reader could expect to
 pay between five and twenty-five cents for roughly 130 pages of stories be-
 tween 1896 and 1953, a great deal of fiction for the money.3 Although "re-
 spectable" magazines published on more expensive, "slick" paper-Ladies'
 Home Journal, Cosmopolitan, The Saturday Evening Post-often sold for
 less, their substantial production costs were subsidized by advertisers. Pulp
 magazines were ubiquitous between the wars, but few of them survive. First,
 few readers deemed them worthy of preserving. Second, pulp paper is deli-
 cate and decomposes rapidly. Most titles were quite literally read to pieces.4

 The evidence about who read pulp magazines is sketchy.5 The absence of
 data itself suggests a primarily working-class readership, since slick-paper
 magazines during this period did a great deal of market research about mid-
 dle-class consumers. That these widely practiced techniques were not ap-
 plied to pulp magazine audiences suggests that publishers did not believe
 their incomes were large enough to make them worth courting as consum-
 ers. Scholars concur that pulp magazines targeted those who were in some
 way marginal readers-adolescents, the poorly educated, immigrants, and
 laborers.6 The largest volume of sales came from the Midwest. One survey
 by Popular Publications found that the typical reader was "a young, mar-
 ried man in a manual job who had limited resources and lived in an indus-
 trial town."7 Pulp publisher Harold Hersey maintained that most readers
 were office or factory girls (romance pulps), soldiers, sailors, miners, dock-
 workers, ranchers, rangers, and others who worked with their hands.8 Their
 taste for "trashy" reading matter was cause for social concern. Cultural
 commentators throughout the 1930s and 1940s lamented that the proletar-
 iat read little else besides pulp magazines.9

 This popular perception that working-class readers preferred pulp maga-
 zines to more reputable publications was confirmed by studies done at the
 University of Chicago library school in the 1930s.10 One study found that
 55 percent of the pulp magazine audience had only a grade school educa-
 tion, 29 percent had a high school education, 7 percent had some college,
 and 9 percent had college degrees."l Other statistics indicate that residents
 of a working-class Chicago neighborhood read detective and adventure
 pulps roughly ten times more often than middle-class residents of a St. Louis
 suburb.12

 How do we construct scenarios about how these working-class readers
 read? Although wealthy people with access to education and print media
 leave all sorts of evidence-diaries, letters, autobiographies, personal librar-
 ies-that give testimony to what they read and how they read it, the "mar-
 ginal" readers of pulp magazines were of a social and class position that
 made it unlikely they would leave behind this kind of evidence. Without the
 education, leisure, and discretionary income necessary to be either book
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 owners or prolific recorders of their own experience, such readers left few
 traces in the historical record.

 Lacking more direct testimony from working-class readers about their
 reading practices, I examine texts that targeted workers for clues to the
 kinds of preoccupations that shaped their reading. I am concerned here with
 the advertisements that framed pulp magazine fiction during its heyday be-
 tween the wars, ads bound mostly in separate advertising sections at the
 front and back of the magazines. Who did they target? What kinds of ap-
 peals did they make? What sorts of concerns and preoccupations did they
 exploit? My contention is that the information about audience that advertis-
 ers used to sell their goods is indispensable to the historical reconstruction
 of working-class readers. These ads offer a wealth of clues to the kinds of
 subjects addressed or called into being by pulp magazines, their primary
 preoccupations, and the ways they made sense of the world.
 In part I of this essay, I explore the possibilities and methodological limi-

 tations of advertisements as representations of popular worldviews. In part
 II, I survey scholarship on American magazines and advertising and suggest
 ways in which attending to pulp magazines and working-class audiences
 complicates this history. Since mass-market advertising targeted middle-
 class white women as "purchasing agents" for their families, men in general
 and working-class men in particular have been overlooked as consumers.13
 Part III is a case study of the ads in a single pulp magazine, Black Mask,
 between 1920 and 1951. I intend it to illustrate how traces of otherwise

 silent historical readers can emerge from careful readings of the texts that
 targeted them. Pulp magazines were engaged in negotiating an uneasy rap-
 prochement between a residual artisanal culture and an emergent consumer
 culture. They shaped working men into consumers by promising the resto-
 ration of historic male prerogatives-patriarchal male supremacy, autono-
 mous work, a family wage-if only readers learned to present themselves
 through the wise purchase and display of commodities.

 I. Reading Ads, Reconstructing Readers

 Using advertisements as clues to popular reading practices and worldviews
 presents some methodological challenges. Sources left in the historical re-
 cord by readers themselves-diaries, letters, annotations in books-offer us
 more direct access to how individuals understood what and how they read.
 Ads, on the other hand, are indirect sources, representations of readers'
 presumed desires and experiences by ad writers whose primary goal is to
 sell products, to shape readers into consumers. Although I will be reading
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 WORKING-CLASS READERS AND PULP MAGAZINES 207

 ads for traces of working-class readers' worldviews, I recognize that the
 representations in ads both reflect the values and desires of working-class
 readers and seek to shape them in accordance with advertisers' wishes.
 Moreover, both advertisers and workers inhabited a larger culture marked
 by labor unrest, changes in gender roles, the rise of consumer culture, ex-
 panding levels of literacy and education, and the growing influence of the
 middle class. The mutually constitutive relationship between reader desires
 and advertising appeals was enabled and constrained by events and condi-
 tions in this larger culture.

 Advertising historian Roland Marchand summarizes the methodological
 limitations of using advertisements as clues to popular worldviews: "We do
 not know exactly why they were popular or successful; we do not know if
 audiences shared or adopted the ideas presented; and we have reasons to
 suspect that the authors had motives or biases that did not completely coin-
 cide with those of the audience."14 Marchand's concerns about how schol-

 ars use ads are significant; nevertheless, each of his reservations can be
 addressed. Although Marchand is correct that we do not know why any
 single advertisement was popular, examining a large body of different suc-
 cessful advertisements for family resemblances in their forms and the kinds
 of appeals they make does tell us something about what was important to
 readers of that magazine. Further, although we do not know if audiences
 shared or adopted the attitudes put forth in advertisements, we do know
 that it was in the financial interests of advertisers to make successful ap-
 peals, appeals that culminated in a purchase. If the same kinds of appeals
 endured over a period of ten or twenty years, for example, it would seem
 reasonable to assume that whether or not readers agreed with the ideas,
 they found them compelling enough to buy the product. Finally, although
 the ad men who wrote and placed ad copy in pulp magazines were well-
 educated members of an emergent professional-managerial class,'5 they had
 to perform a class ventriloquism of sorts in order to entice working-class
 shoppers to buy.

 Moreover, ad men could easily measure the effectiveness of the ads
 placed in pulp magazines because most were mail-order ads.16 These adver-
 tisements had mail-in coupons attached that included a key number in the
 corner indicating the magazine (or group of magazines) from which the
 reader had clipped the ad. The coupons allowed the advertiser to count
 the number of customers reached through a given periodical. Often pulp
 advertisers paid according to the quantity of orders received rather than a
 fixed amount for the advertising space.17 This kind of consumer feedback
 loop allowed advertisers to pinpoint which advertising appeals were most
 effective for a particular reading public. Ineffective ads, then, could be iden-
 tified rapidly and replaced by appeals that were more successful. To summa-
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 Figure 1. A representative pulp magazine cover from Street & Smith's Clues-
 Detective, May 1936.
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 rize: not only was it in pulp advertisers' interests to appeal to the needs
 and desires of working-class readers, mail orders allowed them to identify
 successful appeals to those needs and desires with comparative ease and
 accuracy.

 Most important, indirect sources like advertisements are among the few
 material remains we have with which to construct a plausible scenario
 about how the readers of pulp magazines read their lives into these texts
 and these texts into their lives. Constructing such an account-however
 speculative-is necessary if we wish to write a representative history of
 reading in America rather than a more limited narrative of privileged read-
 ing communities that would place less strain on conventional standards of
 proof. Better to engage in a scholarly way with evidence that is sometimes
 maddeningly vague and incomplete than to dismiss the study of reading
 outside the record-keeping classes as not worth doing, because it does not
 offer historians of the book the kind of proof to which our training accus-
 toms us.

 II. Advertising and the Working Class

 Scholarship on advertising and consumer culture focuses almost exclusively
 on the middle class and the "respectable" media that targeted such people-
 slick-paper magazines, newspapers, and radio.18 The history of mass circu-
 lation (slick-paper) magazines is so intimately enmeshed with the history of
 American advertising as to be virtually indistinguishable. Richard Ohmann
 goes so far as to suggest that these magazines "were an outgrowth of adver-
 tising which, in turn, was a strategy of big capitalists to deal with the histori-
 cal conditions in which they found themselves"-persistent overproduction
 and the resulting need to sell more goods. Christopher Wilson calls slick-
 paper monthlies "the crucible of modern consumer culture" because they
 originated national brand advertising and market research on a large scale
 and were the primary institution through which a consumer rhetoric pene-
 trated almost all other aspects of American life.19 There was hardly an as-
 pect of slick-paper publication not transformed by this collaboration with
 national brand advertisers. Theodore Peterson offers a partial list of the
 changes national advertising instigated:

 It transformed the publisher from dealer in editorial wares to dealer
 in consumer groups as well. It helped to expand the role of maga-
 zines, and it significantly altered the publisher's attitude toward cir-
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 culation. It stimulated the publisher to research, especially in the
 characteristics of the market he served and in the effectiveness of

 his publication in reaching that market. It affected the format of
 magazines and their presentation of editorial copy. It raised the
 threat of influence by advertisers on editorial policy.20

 Moreover, recent scholars have convincingly argued that fiction and adver-
 tising were mutually reinforcing discourses in slick-paper magazines be-
 tween 1880 and 1920. Ellen Gruber Garvey claims that advertising-
 supported magazine fiction prepared the way for advertisers of specific
 brands by featuring certain product categories in a favorable light and en-
 couraging readers to conceive of themselves as consumers. Richard Oh-
 mann's study of advertising-supported magazines at the turn of the century,
 Selling Culture, is also a study of the emergence of a self-conscious profes-
 sional-managerial class constituted, at least in part, by the ads and fiction
 in these magazines.

 If they address pulp magazines at all, magazine historians agree that the
 pulps were untouched by this "magazine revolution" of the 1890s, which
 enabled slick-paper publishers to achieve huge circulations by selling maga-
 zines for less than their substantial cost of production and relying on adver-
 tising to pay the bills.21 Pulps were cheaply produced and cheaply sold.
 Essentially repackaged dime novels, they were anachronistic (comparatively
 ad-free) leftovers from the nineteenth century. Whereas most slick-paper
 magazines were sold through subscription, pulps were overwhelmingly
 newsstand sales.22 Their history is, at best, a footnote to the dominant story
 of American magazines in the twentieth century-the collaboration of mass-
 market magazine editors and advertisers in the consolidation of consumer
 culture.

 Sean McCann offers the best articulation of this position:

 [W]hile pulp magazines ... undoubtedly play an important part in
 the making of a national commercial leisure culture, they were not
 really the step in the advance of the Culture Industry for which they
 are often taken. In fact, it was the slick magazines that displayed so
 many of the culture critics' most lamented side effects of commodi-
 fication-from pure mass appeal and shallow lifestyle mongering
 through market surveying. Pulp magazines, by contrast, remained
 small-scale, under-capitalized, nearly preindustrial "dealers in read-
 ing matter."23

 The pulps, McCann argues, were largely innocent of the effects of consumer
 culture. In his account, they are "almost passive conduits of fiction," con-
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 ceived of by their publishers as "essentially low-cost distributors of reading
 material." In McCann's narrative, this residual publishing world provided
 a half-century window of protest against the rise of commodity culture as
 embodied in the pages of their slick competitors and offered a living to a
 group of writers who lacked the education and cultural capital required for
 employment in more respectable publishing outlets.24

 The tale told by pulp writers and publishers of the time was essentially
 the same. Black Mask and others claimed the quality of pulp fiction was
 superior to the stories found in slick-paper magazines, since pulp fiction had
 to sell itself without the assistance of glossy illustrations and shiny ads. Har-
 old Hersey, a pulp editor, discussed the structure of the publishing industry
 in his 1937 memoir: "There is a great show made about the independence
 of the editorial from the advertising department in a smooth-paper sheet. It
 is freedom in name only.... The pulp, on the contrary, has little or nothing
 to worry about in this regard."25

 This account of pulp magazines and advertising is a misleading one. It is
 true that the pulps were not as heavily dependent on national advertisers to
 cover their costs of production and they ran, proportionately, many fewer
 ads than most slick-paper magazines of the time. For example, Black Mask
 carried anywhere from 8 to 25 pages of advertising in the 128-page maga-
 zine between the wars. In contrast, the average slick-paper magazine was
 more than half ads by 1907 and more than 65 percent ads by 1947.26 Never-
 theless, pulp magazines did encourage workers to become part of consumer
 culture, although they made different kinds of appeals than mass-market
 magazines did. Because the study of consumer culture began with studies of
 the growing middle class, little scholarly attention has thus far been paid to
 the working-class variant of consumer culture that made its appearance in
 the pulps. 27

 Roland Marchand argues that the working classes were invisible in ad-
 vertising between the wars, that its public was exclusively the upper and
 upper middle classes with large enough disposable incomes to be consumers
 on a meaningful scale.28 Marchand insists: "One has to search diligently in
 the ads of the 1920s and 1930s to find even fleeting glimpses of such com-
 mon scenes as religious services, factory workers on the job, sports fans
 enjoying a boxing match or baseball game, or working class families at
 home."29 Although missing from mass-circulation magazines between the
 two world wars, working-class families at home, factory workers on the
 job, and ads for books that promised to teach one to box, at least, littered
 the pages of pulp magazines.

 For example, ads for the International Correspondence School (I.C.S.)
 were ubiquitous in pulp magazines. Harold Hersey, the publisher of dozens
 of pulps, claimed that I.C.S. ad copy was "as familiar as the fiction sheets
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 themselves."30 This series of ads addressed working life from a variety of
 perspectives. Some included long testimonials from owners and managers
 about the value of I.C.S. training-how few I.C.S. men were out of a job in
 spite of the Depression, how a man who spent his lunch break learning more
 about his job was bound to rise into executive ranks.31 Others represented
 working-class households: "Was this part of your marriage contract? Did
 you tell her that she would have to do the washing? That she would have
 to wear last year's clothes?"32 Many of the ads were first-person narratives
 of an I.C.S. man's rise (or intended rise) through the ranks. One man ex-
 plained how awkward it was to accept the congratulations of his foreman,
 over whose head he had been promoted because of his I.C.S. training.33
 Another man who had noticed that all the recent promotions at his com-
 pany were I.C.S. students made a resolution to his wife: "I've thought it
 out, Grace. I'm as good a man as any one of them. All I need is special
 training-and I'm going to get it. If the I.C.S. can raise other men's salaries,
 it can raise mine. If it can bring a better home with more comforts to Jim
 and his family, it can do it for us. See this coupon? It means my start toward
 a better job."34 Citing the large and growing numbers of I.C.S. students
 fitting themselves for better jobs through independent study, the ad con-
 cluded by urging the reader to follow suit. The mail-in coupon at the bottom
 of the page listed occupations for which I.C.S. could train you-electricity,
 railways, wiring, machine-shop practice, builder, draftsman, sheet-metal
 worker, and a variety of other unambiguously working-class occupations.
 Working-class life was represented by American advertisers in the 1920s,

 1930s, and 1940s, if only in the least "respectable" media. Moreover, work-
 ing-class readers were also shaped into consumers by their publications, if
 differently than more privileged readers of slick-paper magazines. Although
 slick-paper ads evoked powerful desires and feelings of inadequacy that
 could only be assuaged by the purchase of certain consumer goods, pulp
 ads were a kind of remediation for working-class readers, designed to en-
 able them to make enough money to be consumers.35 For instance, where a
 slick-paper ad might seek to sell you a tie, a pulp ad was more likely to sell
 you on the idea of selling ties to supplement your income. The process of
 pursuing the middle-class income necessary to become a mainstream con-
 sumer involved a particular kind of consumption as well-of correspon-
 dence courses, etiquette books, elocution lessons, and job training.

 III. The Case of Black Mask

 The pulp magazine Black Mask was published from 1920 to 1951. Al-
 though it featured all kinds of stories in its early years, by the mid-1930s it
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 Figure 2. I.C.S. ads were ubiquitous in pulp magazines. This one is from
 Detective Story, 14 December 1929.
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 was specializing in hard-boiled detective fiction and targeted working-class
 men.36 The advertising appeals made in Black Mask form persistent pat-
 terns. For more than thirty years, advertisers with coupon-keyed proof of
 the level of reader/consumer response to their ads consistently pushed the
 same products and services-body-building, job-training, and guides to self-
 presentation through proper speech, manners, and dress. They constantly
 circled around the same themes-manhood, skilled and remunerative em-
 ployment, the perpetually critical appraising eye of others.
 The largest group of Black Mask ads was concerned with employment

 and income-getting a job, keeping a job, getting a better job, making extra
 money (in your spare time! without ever leaving home!). Some ads featured
 little besides headlines that gave the job title and the salary range: "Be a
 Railway Traffic Inspector: Earn Up to $250 per month," "Earn $75 to $200
 a week: Be an Auto Expert."37 Others promised that readers could easily
 supplement their incomes: "You can Make $18 Daily Selling Scissors" or
 "$25 a day selling shirts."38
 Going beyond concern with income, Black Mask engaged contemporary

 debates over workplace conditions-scientific management, Fordism, and
 speed-up of production. Between 1870 and World War II, the American
 industrial labor market underwent what David Gordon calls "homogeniza-
 tion"--the deskilling of production work and the increasing oversight of an
 ever-larger army of supervisory engineers, foremen, and managers.39 Black
 Mask's ideological investments were with the residual skilled artisan. Ads
 like the I.C.S. series repeatedly urged readers to get the training they needed
 to obtain skilled work that retained a measure of autonomy.
 An ad for Coyne's training program in the new field of electricity is repre-

 sentative:

 If you are tired of being a cog in a machine-or tired of working in
 an uncertain 2 x 4 inch job with no future-here is a real opportu-
 nity! ... Stop Gambling With Your Future and LEARN ELECTRICITY
 where jobs hunt men at $50 a week and up.... No Experience or
 Education Needed! Practically any man can master the "ins-and-
 outs" of Electricity-as taught in the Great Shops of Coyne. You
 don't need one bit of previous experience or any more than a com-
 mon-school education. Any number of our highly successful gradu-
 ates never completed eighth grade.40

 An unskilled worker was "a cog in a machine"-someone whose dull, repet-
 itive work was overseen by managers in the same way equipment was. The
 "cog" was opposed to the "man," whose skill with electricity earned him
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 not only a higher wage but also the expertise necessary to negotiate from a
 position of power with employers.

 The promise that a lack of formal education was no hindrance echoed
 countless similar reassurances in Black Mask's ad pages. Targeting readers
 whose educational background was limited, many ads pledged to provide
 the missing diploma or its equivalent in a hurry. The American School of
 Correspondence grabbed readers' attention with headlines: "Go to school
 at home! High School Course in Two Years!" Even booksellers tried to jump
 on the bandwagon. "Is a High School Education worth $2.98 to You?"
 asked one, offering a set of sixty textbooks with which to study at home.41

 However, the training offered by Black Mask ads differed from conven-
 tional education. Rather than employing learned terms, the language of
 these programs was like the speech of working men addressing each other.
 One advertised training method was "so simple, thorough, and up-to-date
 that you can easily understand and apply every line of it-no big words, no
 useless theory, no higher mathematics-just plain, every-day, straight-from-
 the-shoulder, man-to-man English-the kind you and I use everyday."42 Not
 only did this ad distinguish useful knowledge from that obtained in school,
 it was full of resentment of the exclusionary rhetoric of the more literate
 classes. This ad both flattered a working man's sense of himself and encour-
 aged him to stay in his socially sanctioned place. His plain-speaking, manly
 ways with words were reflected back to him as superior to more educated,
 effete ways of speaking, but the assurance that he need not bother himself
 with the language of the well-educated also excluded him from the conver-
 sations of powerful people.

 Not coincidentally, both autonomous work and plain speaking were
 deeply enmeshed with "manliness" in the phenomenal world of Black
 Mask. David Montgomery argues that being called a "man" was the highest
 honorific offered by a culture of workers throughout the nineteenth century
 and into the twentieth. It implied "dignity, respectability, defiant egalitari-
 anism, and patriarchal male supremacy."43 Black Mask's ad pages were
 filled with a variety of goods to enhance one's manliness-guns, motorcy-
 cles, patent medicines for prostate trouble, and (most important) body-
 building programs from Earle Liederman, Charles Atlas, and others. Manli-
 ness in such a culture involved not only skilled, autonomous work that
 earned a family wage, but feats of physical strength and courage.44 An Earle
 Liederman ad asked: "How Strong Are You? Can You Do These Things?
 Lift 200 or more overhead with one arm; Bend and break a horse shoe; Tear
 two decks of playing cards; Bend spikes; Chin yourself with one hand?"45

 The authenticity of the manhood created by these programs was beyond
 question, the ads insisted. Liederman explained: "I don't give you a veneer
 of muscle that looks good to others. I work on you both inside and out. I
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 Figure 3. Earle Liederman's program was widely promoted in action and
 adventure pulps. This ad is from Clues, January 1930.
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 not only put big, massive arms and legs on you, but I build up those inner
 muscles that surround your vital organs. The kind that give you real pep
 and energy, the kind that fire you with ambition and the courage to tackle
 anything set before you. ... When I'm through with you, you're a real man,
 the kind that can prove it."46 Reassurances about the integrity of a reader's
 manliness suggest anxiety about the stability of gender identity. If "men"
 were paid a family wage for performing skilled, autonomous work outside
 the home, what did the deskilling of manufacturing jobs and scientific man-
 agement make laborers (boys? women? "cogs?")? In addition, the all-male
 communities through which working-class manhood was (re)produced
 were disappearing as increasing numbers of young single women were
 working for pay in jobs once reserved for men, and the center of working-
 class communities shifted from the all-male saloon to mixed-sex commercial

 leisure spaces-dance halls, amusement parks, the movies.47 The discourses
 about he-manliness in Black Mask, then, were evidence of the felt instability
 of the category in a world in which historic prerogatives of white working
 men were eroded by Taylorism, women's paid work, and the rise of con-
 sumer culture.

 Black Mask ads sought to reconstitute a residual culture of manly skilled
 artisans, celebrating the power and pay of highly trained workers, their dis-
 tinctive form of plain speaking, and the physical strength they valued. This
 is not to say that this worldview had unambiguously progressive political
 consequences. Women were clearly not citizens of the world constituted by
 Black Mask's ad pages, appearing only as wives whose own incomes and
 autonomy were of no concern whatsoever. Pulp ads also encouraged readers
 to think of themselves as individuals, not as part of a class or community.
 One ad began: "If you want a steady Government position where strikes,
 hard times, politics, etc. will not affect you, where you can draw twelve
 months' pay every year and then when you become old be retired on a
 pension for the rest of your life, get on Uncle Sam's payroll."48 This concern
 with earning a high and steady wage, however it might have benefited the
 individual (male) worker who landed a more remunerative job, did not ad-
 dress the wages of laborers as a class. The ad's grammatical construction
 implied that layoffs and strikes were parallel occurrences, that both were
 merely interruptions in one's pay over which one had no control. Left un-
 mentioned was that strikes during this period-however painful in the short
 run-usually had strong grassroots support, and often resulted in better
 wages for all involved workers, which layoffs seldom, if ever, did. Pulp ads
 hailed individual working men to rise in the world through job training and
 self-improvement, but did not make the fundamental restructuring of the
 class system imaginable.

 If the reading subjects called into being by these ads were believers in the
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 power of skill and expertise, pursuers of individual self-improvement and
 social mobility, they were also people who believed such things came not
 only through job skills, but through one's self-presentation. Like the up-
 scale ads with which Roland Marchand concerns himself in Advertising the
 American Dream, pulp ads trafficked in the "parable of the first impres-
 sion."49 This parable taught that careers and social reputations were made
 by one's appearance-clothing, manners, visible consumer choices. In a
 large, complex urban world, social exchanges increasingly took place be-
 tween strangers. These strangers, with no prior knowledge of one another's
 character or history, had to make judgments about each other based on
 appearance alone. In such a world, bad breath, poorly cut clothes, or a
 tacky living room could indeed spell disaster for one's career or social life.
 The parable of the first impression was part of a larger transformation of

 American culture around the turn of the century. Warren Susman distin-
 guishes between a nineteenth-century culture of character (tied to the needs
 of a producer economy of scarcity) and a twentieth-century culture of per-
 sonality (tied to the needs of a consumer economy of abundance).s0 These
 were competing worldviews-residual and emergent-that coexisted in a
 state of uneasy tension. If "character" was essential for maintaining the
 social order in an economy requiring hard work, thrift, and self-sacrifice,
 then the new consumer economy of abundance called for a "personality"
 that desired self-realization-specifically through the purchase of certain
 consumer goods-rather than self-denial. The cluster of terms that goes
 with the culture of character, Susman maintains, has to do with one's (essen-
 tial, fundamental) moral fiber: "duty," "work," "honor," "reputation,"
 "integrity," and, most important, "manhood." In contrast, the culture of
 personality focused attention on manners, personal grooming, and ap-
 parel.51

 Pulp magazines addressed themselves to the tensions between a residual
 depth model of identity based on one's (essential, fundamental) character
 and an emergent model of the self based on personality as manifested in
 clothing, manner, and consumer choices. If autonomous work and solidar-
 ity with shop-floor colleagues constituted a man's gender and class identi-
 ties, where did a world defined increasingly by consumption and consumer
 choices leave him? Could a worker reconcile his "manly" artisanal depths
 with the impression management seen as increasingly necessary to success
 in the modern world?

 Like slick-paper magazine ads, pulp ads were forever making a reader
 aware of his possible failings in self-presentation and the social and profes-
 sional consequences of these faux pas. The pulp ads were different, how-
 ever, in the amount of text given over to explaining to readers the worldview
 out of which such concern for self-presentation arose. Pierre Bourdieu ar-
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 gues that the working class has less interest in self-presentation than the
 bourgeoisie, because bourgeois labor markets reward qualities of appear-
 ance in a way blue-collar work does not.s2 Consequently, pulp ads targeting
 workers had to make a case for the importance of self-fashioning that slick-
 paper ads addressed to middle-class readers did not. The long-winded di-
 dacticism of the pulp ads is striking. One explained:

 In this day and age attention to our appearance is an absolute neces-
 sity if you expect to make the most out of life. Not only should you
 wish to appear as attractive as possible for your own satisfaction,
 which is alone well worth your efforts, but you will find the world
 in general judging you greatly, if not wholly, by your "looks."
 Therefore it pays to "look your best" at all times. Permit no one to
 see you looking otherwise; it will injure your welfare! Upon the
 impression you constantly make rests the failure or success of your
 life.53

 This ad was promoting a device that promised to straighten and beautify
 crooked or ugly noses, a device targeted to Jewish and southern Italian im-
 migrants who made up an increasingly large proportion of the American
 working class. It assumed a tone of high seriousness about remaking such
 immigrants, who lacked a classical profile, into "real" Americans, arguing
 that their life success depended on assimilation, on reshaping their bodies
 to pass for native-born. Rather than merely asking, "Why didn't you get
 that promotion? Could it be your nose?" (as a slick-paper version of the ad
 might have done), the pulp ad expends a great many words explaining how
 the appearance of your nose might conceivably be related to your career
 trajectory.

 Richard Ohmann argues that professional-managerial class readers of
 slick-paper magazines around the turn of the century were already quite
 savvy consumers of ads, capable of making complex interpretive connec-
 tions between cryptic ad copy and illustrations based on their past experi-
 ence with advertising.54 Publishers believed working-class readers of pulp
 magazines lacked the capacity to fill these hermeneutic gaps, however. Be-
 cause Black Mask readers were still new to consumer culture, less at home
 with the kind of discourses that marked advertising than wealthier, better-
 educated readers, pulp ads sound long-winded, redundant, and unnecessar-
 ily didactic to the modern ear.

 Other pulp ads focused more specifically on dress, bearing, and manners.
 For example, Lee ran a series of advertisements for work clothes in Black
 Mask in the late 1930s and early 1940s.55 Most of these were comic-strip
 ads featuring working-class men who ceased languishing in their dead-end
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 jobs and got promoted once they were alerted to the importance of dressing
 for success in Lee overalls. The protagonists of these ads, the "everymen"
 with whom readers were expected to identify, were unambiguously blue-
 collar workingmen-carpenters, bricklayers, plasterers, sheet metal work-
 ers, machinists, and plumbers for whom Lee manufactured overalls custo-
 mized for each occupation.56 Yet Lee ads attempted to map a white-collar,
 bourgeois way of purchasing and inhabiting clothes (for their appearance
 versus their function) onto these workers/consumers. Kathy Peiss carefully
 distinguishes working-class attitudes about work clothes from those about
 "Sunday" (leisure) clothes. Although one's work clothes were merely what
 was best for getting the job done, one's leisure clothes were visible displays
 of self-respect and community standing in social rituals like church-going
 and Sunday visits.57 In urging workers to think of their work clothes as
 Sunday clothes, advertisers were importing an ill-fitting, bourgeois way of
 making sense of the world. Viewed one way, all bourgeois clothes were
 "Sunday clothes" in that they advertised the wearer's status by testifying to
 his independence from labor that might get him dirty, independence manual
 laborers did not have.

 The uneasy coexistence of an artisanal depth model of identity and the
 new model of identity based on purchase and display of commodities is
 apparent in a 1941 Lee ad. It explained: "Many men think they are 'stalled'
 when actually they are just side tracked because their real ability is disguised
 by ill-fitting 'ordinary work clothes.' " The solution to this problem was
 simple: "You can have that smart, get-ahead appearance with popular Lee
 'promotion clothes.' They draw favorable attention to you and your work
 at no extra cost.""8 This ad maps a surface model of identity onto an older,
 depth model. The ad claims that self-presentation will not get you the pro-
 motion per se, but will make it possible for your work/character ("real abil-
 ity") to become visible (no longer "disguised"). The wife of one of the newly
 promoted Lee-clad workers summed up how it works: "You had the ability
 all the time! Lee overalls made you look the part!"59 Like the ad men
 Marchand discusses, who smoothed the road to modernity by making mod-
 ern products approach consumers with the voices of old, well-meaning
 friends, these ads smoothed the transition from an artisanal depth model of
 identity to a commodity-based surface model of identity by maintaining that
 these two ways of conceiving of the world did not, in fact, conflict. In this
 ad at least, the residual culture of skilled working men coexists easily and
 effortlessly with consumer culture; commodity capitalism, in fact, helps a
 working man gain recognition for his skill and expertise.60 The ad engages
 in a poignant bait and switch. Working-class men are drawn to the ad be-
 cause it promises them recognition for their embattled artisanship, but the
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 ad offers them a new outfit instead, assuring them that it amounts to the
 same thing.

 Perhaps the most numerous of the impression management ads were
 those promoting self-help guides to perfecting speech and writing. Most of
 these ads began with questions, diagnostic tests, so to speak, of a reader's
 failings in self-presentation. "Do You Make These Mistakes in English?"
 "Are You Ashamed of Your English?" "Does YOUR English Betray You?"
 they demanded.61 The dire consequences of such failures were made clear
 by what followed:

 Every time you talk, every time you write, you show what you are.
 When you use the wrong word, when you mispronounce a word,
 when you punctuate incorrectly, when you use flat, ordinary words,
 you handicap yourself enormously. A striking command of English
 enables you to present your ideas clearly, forcefully, convincingly.
 If your language is incorrect it hurts you more than you will ever
 know, for people are too polite to tell you about your mistakes....
 A command of polished and effective English denotes education
 and culture. It wins friends and favorably impresses those with
 whom you come in contact. In business and in social life correct
 English gives you added advantages and better opportunities, while
 poor English handicaps you more than you now realize.62

 First, locating an implied reader is difficult. That the ads more often asked
 if your English failed you (rather than your speech or writing, for example)
 might suggest an immigrant readership who, as non-native speakers, were
 more often prone to make mistakes. This does not, however, foreclose an
 implied reader whose first language was English, and who desired merely to
 distinguish himself from the unwashed immigrant masses through cultured
 and eloquent speech.

 Second, the subjects of the ad were unambiguously the performance-
 based subjects of Susman's culture of personality ("Every time you talk,
 every time you write, you show what you are"). In this paradigm, nonstan-
 dard pronunciation and poor spelling and grammar were not an unfortu-
 nate veneer that "disguised" your true talents; they were, in fact, you. The
 upside of this slippage between performing and being, however, was that
 you could get the "education and culture" that proper speech and writing
 denoted and thereby make yourself indistinguishable from those who were
 raised with such things. If such a model effaced your "depths" (which were
 inhabited by your artisanal "character"), it compensated for this loss by
 promising you the possibility of passing for someone with wealth, power,
 and influence simply by acquiring their habits of dress, manner, and speech.
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 Not only was such a metamorphosis individually enabling, but the prolifer-
 ation of bourgeois speech and manners diluted their power to signify class
 distinctions.

 Third, the ad bred reader insecurity. You were not to trust your own
 judgment, since you (presumably) did not even know when you were mak-
 ing the errors in speech and writing that would condemn you to social and
 professional stagnation. Nor could you trust the members of your immedi-
 ate community. In this ad, colleagues were "too polite" to tell you of your
 failings. In others, they were just not good enough to advise you on matters
 of grammar and usage in the first place: "Unless you have a perfect guide
 you may be holding yourself back from whatever business and social ad-
 vancement you desire."63 Rather than going to a father or to a group of
 neighborhood men from the lodge or club for help, a man needed a corpo-
 rate expert to offer advice on the self-fashioning needed to move ahead.64
 Rather than trying to map new ways of making sense of the world, new
 ways of constituting subjects, onto old ones, these ads sought to discredit
 traditional worldviews and folkways in order to replace them with the au-
 thority of corporate experts.6s

 Black Mask was full of ads about men who learned "How to Work Won-

 ders with Words" (as the title of one such guide put it). In the ad-world, this
 skill gave men more power and pay at work: "It is the power of forceful,
 convincing speech that causes one man to jump from obscurity to the presi-
 dency of a great corporation." It allowed laborers to overcome their lack of
 formal schooling: "With only a grammar school education, I could never
 express my ideas in a coherent, self-confident way."66 Finally, it made work-
 ers men, since the metamorphosis from strangled silence to articulate self-
 assertion was unambiguously gendered. One man described the shock of his
 colleagues when his fifteen minutes a day of at-home oratory finally paid
 off in a powerful speech at work: "They thought I was a Weak Sister-But
 I took their Breath Away."67 Moreover, the power of speech in these ads
 was not so much about convincing others as it was talking them into sub-
 mission. The caption for one ad read: "Afraid of My Own Voice, But I
 Learned to Dominate Others Almost Overnight," an ad whose happily-
 ever-after was the protagonist's learned ability to "bend others to my will
 ... dominate one man or an audience of thousands."68

 The promises of such ads raise a number of troubling issues about au-
 thenticity, about how identities are formed and read. If one's rise in social
 and professional life was due not to the contents of one's character, but
 one's clothes, speech, and manners, how did one tell the men of true merit
 from the fakes? Did decking oneself out in the trappings of success make
 one successful? Clearly ad men wanted working-class consumers to think
 so. Moreover, the persistence of these ads suggests such beliefs-implicit or
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 explicit-characterized a significant number of working-class men trying to
 learn how to inhabit their bodies and deploy their words like the hereditary
 bourgeoisie.

 Another set of ads addressed questions of identity overtly, concentrating
 on passing off cheap replicas of items of distinction as authentic (presum-
 ably allowing one the benefits of wealth, access, and power one did not
 actually possess). The most common such ads were for "lachnite gems"
 which, the ads pledged, were virtually indistinguishable from genuine dia-
 monds, even by experts. They promised that if the consumer wore the "dia-
 mond" ring for ten days and anyone questioned its authenticity, the buyer
 could return it for a complete refund. A later version of the ad explained
 that two hundred thousand people were now wearing these lachnite gems,
 all (presumably) passing them off as diamonds.69 The intent, if not necessar-
 ily the effect, of such a promotion was subversive. First, the ads suggested
 that everyone should have a diamond ring (or at least a reasonable simula-
 crum). Second, the proliferation of diamond-like rings undermined their
 power to signify wealth and privilege. If everyone had one, it would cease
 to set apart the truly distinguished with any sort of reliability. In this way,
 the ad urged workers to pass for bourgeois, but also sought to dilute the
 signifying systems through which privilege was (re)produced.

 The contradictory ways identity worked in the ads that concerned them-
 selves with class mobility and the ads that concerned themselves with manli-
 ness is striking. Whereas a man could obliterate the vestiges of his working-
 class upbringing through the mastery of proper clothing, manners, and
 speech, manliness could not be achieved through masquerade. Ideal Black
 Mask readers constituted by the ads could have their cake and eat it too.
 While manliness was beyond question (in their character), social position
 could be altered through a little dedication and some wise purchases. To
 hold such mutually contradictory convictions must have been difficult in-
 deed-a difficulty testified to by the incessant reassurances about the ease
 and substantial rewards of class ventriloquism and the authenticity of man-
 hood.

 Conclusion

 Who, then, were the readers addressed or called into being by Black Mask?
 The reconstructed readers that emerge from these advertising appeals were
 overwhelmingly working men preoccupied with rethinking gender, class,
 and cultural identities in light of emergent consumer culture. They were
 working men struggling to make sense of a world in which the bulwarks of
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 artisanal culture-autonomous and remunerative work, homosocial work
 and leisure spaces-were eroding. These readers had lost a sense of collec-
 tive gender and class identity, because the production in which they were
 engaged had become less important than the consumer goods they could (or
 could not) afford to buy and display. For three decades, advertisers in Black
 Mask appealed to these anxieties in complex and contradictory ways. They
 promised job training and body-building to reconstitute the residual culture
 of autonomous, manly artisans while simultaneously pushing the impres-
 sion management necessary for the consumer society that contributed to its
 decline. Every individual worker socially and economically enabled by his
 new-found facility at impression management was also one less citizen of a
 disappearing artisanal culture.
 Yet Black Mask readers had strong ties to a residual culture of skilled

 artisans, even into the 1940s, if the ads are to be trusted. Advertising ap-
 pealed most often to a worker's desire for autonomous, unalienated labor,
 offering him vocational training to fit him for skilled and interesting work.
 Meaningful work, moreover, was as deeply enmeshed with manhood as it
 was in the homosocial worlds of the previous century. The physical prow-
 ess, patriarchal male supremacy, and free agency that manhood implied in
 the culture of artisans was still alive and well on the pages of Black Mask,
 however many purchases it might require to maintain.
 Further, the world of impression management was still so new as to re-

 quire all sorts of bolstering-long-winded, didactic explanations of how
 dressing for success could improve your career trajectory, for example. The
 strength of the residual artisanal worldview for readers is evident in the
 two-pronged attack advertisers made on it. In some cases, ad men insisted
 that impression management not only did not conflict with an artisanal
 worldview, but would actually help a working man get recognition for his
 expertise. In others, ad men forcefully argued for the inadequacy of tradi-
 tional forms of authority in order to urge their replacement by corporate
 experts. The need for such strategies testifies to the-at best-uneasy rap-
 prochement between consumer culture and working-class life for Black
 Mask readers.

 The fiction that accompanied these ads engaged similar issues, but often
 in more complicated ways.70 Although not engaged in production work,
 hard-boiled private eyes were forever doing battle with their employers and
 the police to protect their right to conduct their cases with manly autonomy.
 They were obsessively interested in details of dress and decor, making judg-
 ments about suspects and witnesses based on their self-presentations. Their
 physical and rhetorical prowess filled the pages of Black Mask with tough
 talk and fistfights. They were forever rescuing damsels in distress or return-
 ing uppity women to their appropriate, subordinate places.
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 Hard-boiled private eyes, with their monomaniacal dedication to work,
 anxiously overdone manliness, obsessive interest in clothing and interiors,
 and tough-talking machismo were the perfect salesmen for the products ad-
 vertised in Black Mask-job-training by correspondence, body-building
 programs, elocution lessons, and conduct manuals. After hard-boiled fiction
 had sold readers on the benefits of skilled, autonomous work, physical
 prowess, and the importance of reading how class and power are embodied
 in dress, speech, and manners, it only remained for advertisers to step in
 with the necessary products. Pulp advertising and pulp detective fiction were
 engaged in a complex relationship of reciprocal influence, and this relation-
 ship engaged both the everyday concerns of white working-class men and
 the products of the new consumer economy.

 In some ways, pulp magazines can be seen as empowering to readers,
 offering individual (male) workers the skills necessary to make sense of
 bourgeois culture. These texts also urged individual workers to train them-
 selves for work that was still comparatively autonomous. In other ways
 these ads and this fiction urged readers to think of themselves exclusively as
 individuals, closing off possibilities for conceiving of themselves as a class
 with common interests worth pursuing collectively. Learning to read how
 class, gender, and status are embodied was a useful skill for men without
 hereditary access to wealth, higher education, and institutional power.
 Learning that this knowledge was an individual matter, obtained in the pri-
 vacy of one's home in one's spare time, and not a matter of collective impor-
 tance to everyone (including women) lacking institutional access was not
 politically enabling. In Black Mask between the wars, however, the two
 were inseparable. One learned to read class and power in the social world,
 but learned to read only in individualistic, masculinist ways.

 Finally, I have argued that advertising appeals, particularly those refined
 by years of consumer feedback, can be important sources in the reconstruc-
 tion of historical readers who left little archival evidence of their own mak-

 ing. If popular ads spoke consistently to a particular set of concerns, it
 makes sense to infer that these concerns were of pressing importance in
 readers' lives. In other words, ads offer valuable traces of the preoccupa-
 tions with which a given set of readers read the world, clues to the kinds of
 things they read for. If popular readers-"poachers" in Michel de Certeau's
 terms-actively appropriate texts in ways that are useful given their con-
 cerns, goals, and personal histories,7 then ads that successfully appealed to
 common goals and concerns are critical evidence of ways of reading. De-
 spite some analytical limitations, ads are one of the many discourses consti-
 tuting readers as subjects/consumers, and one whose success depends on the
 accuracy with which they appeal to deeply felt anxieties and desires. Since
 working-class readers left few traces in the historical record, a scholarly
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 consideration of unconventional sources like ads is necessary if our history
 of readers in the United States is to look a little less like the Social Register
 and a little more like the American reading public.
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 11. Gray and Munroe, The Reading Interests and Habits of Adults, 149.
 12. Douglas Waples, People and Print (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1938),

 150-52.
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 13. See Mark A. Swiencicki, "Consuming Brotherhood: Men's Culture, Style and Recre-
 ation as Consumer Culture, 1880-1930," Journal of Social History 31, no. 4 (Summer 1998):
 773-809; and Michael S. Kimmel, "Consuming Manhood: The Feminization of American
 Culture and the Recreation of the Male Body, 1832-1920," The Male Body: Features, Destin-
 ies, Exposures, ed. Laurence Goldstein (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1994).
 Swiencicki's analysis of 1890 census data concludes that the value of men's personal consump-
 tion was about twice as large as women's. Because late Victorian women's magazines and
 advertising trade journals claimed the best way to sell goods was by appealing to female shop-
 pers, scholars have assumed consumption was a "feminine" activity, overlooking a great deal
 of significant consumer activity by men of all classes.

 14. Roland Marchand, Advertising the American Dream: Making Way for Modernity,
 1920-1940 (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1985), xviii.

 15. On ad men and the structure of advertising agencies in the early twentieth century, see
 Marchand, Advertising the American Dream, chap. 1 and 2; Ellen Gruber Garvey, The Adman
 in the Parlor: Magazines and the Gendering of Consumer Culture, 1 880s to 191 Os (New York:
 Oxford University Press, 1996), chap. 6; Jackson Lears, Fables of Abundance: A Cultural
 History of Advertising in America (New York: Basic, 1994), chaps. 7 and 8; Richard Ohmann,
 Selling Culture: Magazines, Markets, and Class at the Turn of the Century (New York: Verso,
 1996), chap. 6.

 16. Pulp magazines were unusual in that they continued to run mail-order ads into the
 1950s. Slick-paper magazines, which relied more heavily on advertising to make a profit, had
 largely abandoned this kind of advertising by 1900 (Ohmann, Selling Culture, 186).

 17. Hersey, Pulpwood Editor, 72. On advertising in pulp magazines more generally, see
 ibid., chap. 5.

 18. On advertising history, see Marchand, Advertising the American Dream; Lears, Fables
 of Abundance; Ohmann, Selling Culture; Garvey, The Adman in the Parlor; T. J. Jackson
 Lears, "From Salvation to Self-Realization: Advertising and the Therapeutic Roots of the Con-
 sumer Culture, 1880-1930," and Christopher Wilson, "The Rhetoric of Consumption: Mass-
 Market Magazines and the Demise of the Gentle Reader, 1880-1920," in The Culture of
 Consumption, ed. Richard Wightman Fox and T. J. Jackson Lears (New York: Pantheon,
 1983); Richard Ohmann, "Where Did Mass Culture Come From? The Case of Magazines,"
 and "Advertising and the New Discourse of Mass Culture," in Politics of Letters (Middletown,
 Conn.: Wesleyan University Press, 1987): 135-51, 152-70.

 19. Ohmann, Politics of Letters, 147; Wilson, "The Rhetoric of Consumption," 43.
 20. Theodore Peterson, Magazines in the Twentieth Century (Urbana: University of Illinois

 Press, 1956), 18. The demands of advertisers led to standard page size in the slicks (so the
 same plates could be used to print ads in a variety of magazines), ads run side by side with
 editorial materials, and greater use of color and illustration in editorial copy to match the
 standards set by ads (ibid., 32).

 21. The pulps are virtually absent from histories of American magazines. Peterson devotes
 fewer than 7 of 397 pages to pulp magazines. John Tebbel and Mary Ellen Zuckerman devote
 9 pages of 382 to the pulps in The Magazine in America, 1741-1990 (New York: Oxford
 University Press, 1991). No scholarly history of pulp magazines exists, although fans, writers,
 and editors/publishers have collected materials.

 22. Peterson, Magazines in the Twentieth Century, 284; Tebbel and Zuckerman, The Mag-
 azine in America, 340-41.

 23. Sean McCann, "A Roughneck Reaching for Higher Things": The Vagaries of Pulp
 Populism," Radical History Review 61 (1995), 21.

 24. McCann, "A Roughneck Reaching for Higher Things," 20.
 25. Hersey, Pulpwood Editor, 84-85.
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 26. Tebbel and Zuckerman, The Magazine in America, 141; Peterson, Magazines in the
 Twentieth Century, 22.
 27. In their introduction to the seminal 1983 The Culture of Consumption: Critical Essays

 in American History, 1880-1980, Fox and Lears argue that the study of consumer culture
 ought to begin by focusing on the activities of urban elites-wealthy, well-educated, white men
 who created consumption as a cultural ideal, a way of being in the world, and lobbied for its
 wide acceptance in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries (x-xi). For recent discus-
 sions of consumption and the working class, see Lizabeth Cohen, Making A New Deal: Indus-
 trial Workers in Chicago, 1919-1939 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990), chap.
 3; idem, "Encountering Mass Culture at the Grassroots: The Experience of Chicago Workers
 in the 1920s," American Quarterly 41, no 1 (March 1989), 6-33; idem, "The Class Experience
 of Mass Consumption: Workers as Consumers in Interwar America," in The Power of Culture:
 Critical Essays in American History, ed. Richard Wightman Fox and T. J. Jackson Lears (Chi-
 cago: University of Chicago Press, 1993): 135-60; Dana Frank, Purchasing Power: Consumer
 Organizing, Gender, and the Seattle Labor Movement, 1919-1929 (Cambridge: Cambridge
 University Press, 1994); Lawrence Glickman, "Inventing the American Standard of Living:
 Gender, Race and Working-Class Identity, 1880-1925," Labor History 34, nos. 2-3 (Spring/
 Summer 1993): 221-35; and idem, "Workers of the World, Consume: Ira Steward and the
 Origins of Labor Consumerism," International Labor and Working-Class History 52 (Fall
 1997): 73-86.

 28. Marchand distinguishes between a "class" and a "mass" audience for advertisements
 in the 1920s and 1930s. The "class" ads targeted an elite audience composed of the wealthiest
 5 percent or 6 percent of the population. Even the "mass" audience, however, excluded 30-65
 percent of the inhabitants of the United States-laborers, immigrants, and blacks, to name a
 few (64).

 29. Marchand, Advertising the American Dream, xvii.
 30. Hersey, Pulpwood Editor, 68.
 31. Black Mask xiv, no. 1 (March 1931), viii; Black Mask ii, no. 1 (October 1920).
 32. Black Mask vii, no. 8 (October 1924), 7.
 33. Black Mask ii, no. 6 (March 1921), 125.
 34. Black Mask iii, no. 3 (June 1921), 125.
 35. Richard Ohmann argues that advertising permeated American culture by a process of

 diffusion that began with the emergent professional-managerial class around the turn of the
 century and only reached workers (whose smaller incomes made them a less profitable audi-
 ence) in the 1920s (Selling Culture, 363).

 36. Its subtitle after 1926 was "The He-man's Magazine," and its pages were littered with
 masculinist rhetoric. For most of this period, it belonged to a group of pulp magazines distrib-
 uted, as part of its men's list, by the Newsstand Group.

 37. Black Mask vi, no. 21 (1 February 1924), 3; Black Mask vii, no. 2 (15 April 1924), 8.
 38. Black Mask v, no. 2 (May 1922); Black Mask vi, no. 10 (15 August 1923), 2.
 39. David M. Gordon, Richard Edwards, and Michael Reich, Segmented Work, Divided

 Workers: The Historical Transformation of Labor in the United States (New York: Cambridge
 University Press, 1982), 3.

 40. Black Mask ix, no. 12 (February 1927), vi.
 41. Black Mask ii, no. 3 (December 1920); Black Mask xiii, no. 4 (June 1930), iii.
 42. Black Mask iv, no. 3 (December 1921).
 43. David Montgomery, Workers' Control in America: Studies in the History of Work,

 Technology, and Labor Struggles (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1979), 13.
 44. Accounts by social historians of the importance of physical strength for American

 working men include: Peter Stearns, Be A Man! Males in Modern Society (New York:
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 Holmes & Meier, 1979), 59-78; Christine Stansell, City of Women: Sex and Class in New
 York, 1789-1860 (New York: Knopf, 1986), 77-78, 81, 95-96, 137-41; Sean Wilentz, Chants
 Democratic: New York City and the Rise of the American Working Class, 1788-1850 (New
 York: Oxford University Press, 1984); Michael Denning, Mechanic Accents: Dime Novels and
 Working-Class Culture in America (New York: Verso, 1987), chap. 9; and Montgomery,
 Workers' Control in America, 13-14. Under capitalism, a powerful physique may have com-
 pensated for powerlessness at work.

 45. Black Mask v no. 13 (1 March 1923), 5.
 46. Black Mask v, no. 7 (November 1922), 121.
 47. On women's increasing labor force participation rates, see Joanne Meyerowitz,

 Women Adrift: Independent Wage Earners in Chicago, 1880-1930 (Chicago: University of
 Chicago Press, 1988), esp. xvii, 5. On the transition from homosocial, Victorian culture to
 heterosocial, modern culture between 1880 and 1920, see Kathy Peiss, Cheap Amusements:
 Leisure in Turn-of-the-Century New York (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1986), intro-
 duction.

 48. Black Mask xiv, no. 8 (October 1931), inside cover.
 49. On the "great parables" of advertising in the 1920s and 1930s, see Marchand, Adver-

 tising the American Dream, chap. 7.
 50. Warren Susman, " 'Personality' and the Making of Twentieth-Century Culture," in

 Culture as History: The Transformation of American Society in the Twentieth Century (New
 York: Pantheon, 1984), 271-86.

 51. Susman, " 'Personality,' " 273-77.
 52. Pierre Bourdieu, Distinction: A Social Critique of the Judgment of Taste, trans. Rich-

 ard Nice (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1984), 202.
 53. Black Mask ii, no. 3 (December 1920).
 54. Ohmann, Selling Culture, 199. Judith Williamson discusses these gaps in so-called

 hermeneutic ads in chap. 3 of Decoding Advertisements (Boston: Boyars, 1978).
 55. See, for example, Black Mask xx, no. 8 (October 1937), 3; Black Mask xx, no. 9

 (November 1937), 3.
 56. Black Mask xix, no. 12 (February 1937), 3.
 57. Peiss, Cheap Amusements, 63.
 58. Black Mask xxiv, no. 2 (June 1941), inside back cover.
 59. Black Mask xx, no. 9 (November 1937), 3.
 60. Jtirgen Habermas argues that capitalist societies draw on the borrowed legitimacy of

 past cultural values and beliefs (the patriarchal family, religion, etc.) to justify the current
 capitalist order, although capitalism itself contributes to the destruction of these very institu-
 tions. In this case, the rise of consumer culture, intimately linked to mass production and the
 deskilling of artisanal work, is invoked as a way to further a skilled workman's interests. See

 Jiirgen Habermas, The Legitimation Crisis (Boston: Beacon, 1975), 71-75.
 61. Black Mask ix, no. 7 (September 1926), 6; Black Mask xi, no. 5 (July 1928), 2; Black

 Mask xiv, no. 9 (November 1931).
 62. Black Mask ix, no. 7 (September 1926), 6.
 63. Black Mask xiv, no. 9 (November 1931), emphasis added.
 64. On the "vacuum of advice" created by proliferating consumer choices and increased

 mobility, urbanization, and generational discontinuities, see Marchand, Advertising the Ameri-
 can Dream, 342.

 65. Stuart Ewen argues that all advertising works this way. See Captains of Consciousness:
 Advertising and the Social Roots of the Consumer Culture (New York: McGraw, 1976), part
 3. But as I noted earlier, some of the pulp ads instead seek to graft commodity culture onto
 traditional ways of making sense of the world, appropriating the authority of traditional
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 worldviews rather than seeking to discredit them. The advertising world of pulps, at least, was
 more complicated and contradictory than Ewen's argument would indicate.
 66. Black Mask ix, no. 11 (January 1927), iii; Black Mask x, no. 3 (May 1927), 1.
 67. Black Mask x, no. 4 (June 1927), 11.
 68. Black Mask ix, no. 11 (January 1927), iii.
 69. Black Mask ii, no. 4 (January 1921); Black Mask ii, no. 6 (March 1921).
 70. See Erin A. Smith, Hard-Boiled: Working-Class Readers and Pulp Magazines (Philadel-

 phia: Temple University Press, 2000), for an analysis of pulp detective fiction.
 71. Michel de Certeau describes popular readers not as passive consumers of mass culture,

 but as "poachers" who actively appropriate texts-make themselves at home, so to speak, by
 creatively (re)reading texts not originally designed to meet their needs and desires. See The
 Practice of Everyday Life, trans. Steven R. Rendell (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of
 California Press, 1984), esp. chap. 12.
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